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What is Navigate Solutions?
Navigate Solutions aims to give business owners alternative
and flexible options when seeking out advice and assistance
to help grow, scale and optimise their business.

No matter the challenge, the requirements or project, we
are here to help while working to your budget, your capacity
and allowing you to be as hands-on or as hands-off as you
would like!

About

The Creator of Navigate Solutions
Amber Shreeve is a Business Consultant with over a decades
worth of experience in senior management, working with
diverse business owners, within numerous industries. 

She is passionate about making a positive impact and finding
the right options and solutions for businesses, no matter their
size, budget and challenges. 

Always eager to grow her knowledge, skillset and network,
she aims to create advantageous opportunities for
businesses, owners and job-seekers. She believes with the
right energy, dedication to always learning and ability to build
strong relationships, anything is possible. 

Transparency is key
An open, honest relationship is developed
to ensure all work done is towards your
priorities  to achieve your goals and
produce the results you need to suceed.

Every client is unique
No business or it’s owner is the same. We do
not provide blanket solutions, we create
effective results that are unique to you,
your team and your business needs.

Learning is earning
A successful business is always looking to
the future and so finding new ways to
improve is essential. If Navigate Solutions
are learning, our clients are profiting. 
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Helping business owners and their senior
managers to navigate their business
challenges with system solutions,
operational optimisation and motivational
management training! 

We will facilitate a de-brief of your business
and challenges, resulting in clearly defined
area's of focus. From here, we will produce a
proposal of works, conduct research,
present solutions and work with your team
to implement and provide training. 

With bespoke solutions, a holistic view,
transparency throughout and regular check-
ins, you can keep your finger on the pulse
and be confidence every step of the way. 

Providing flexible solutions for your
administration needs, ensuring your time is
better spent on more valuable priorities.
Whether project based or weekly tasks, we
are here to support with your administration
needs no matter how big or small! 

Freelance administration support is a flexible
and more cost effective solution for you to
off-load day to day administration tasks,
freeing up your time for those more
important responsibilities that are going to
take your business to the next level. 

Providing a reliable service to fulfil your
needs at a time most convenient to you
within the budget and capacity that you set. 

Providing more affordable and flexible
solutions to help businesses grow their
teams with the expertise and support they
need to take their business from strength to
strength! 

Usual recruitment companies can be very
expensive so we are here to provide you
with unique alternatives!

Starting with a full understanding of your
needs, a thorough interview and referral
check, and recommendations on how to
onboard and manage their results, we will
only match you with candidates worth your
time and be here to help ensure they make a
great start! 
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Book your FREE 
discovery call now!
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